Abstract:
This report describes the design of a data driven computer in which
the concepts of pure data flow computation are extended to incorporate the
concepts of updateable memory and multi' -thread control flow.

The computer design is presented at several levels of abstraction,
progressing from an extended model of computation to the description of
a simple implementation of the machine which includes a specification of

the machine's instruction se

and hardware.

The objective of developing the computer, which we call JUIYtBO, is to
provide a research framework in which to investigate how the data flow
and control flow concepts interact.
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This report describes the design of a data driven computer in which the
concepts of pure data flow computation are extended to incorporate the concepts
of updateable memory and multi -thread control flow.
The computer design is presented at several levels of abstraction, progressing
from an extended model of computation to the description of a simple implementation
of the machine which includes a specification of the machine's instruction set and
hardware.
The objective of developing the computer, which we call JUMBO, is to provide
a research framework in which to investigate how the data flow and control flow
concepts
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INTRODUCTION
The material in this report describes the JUMBO data driven computer and
is dIvided into three parts. Part 1 is a general presentation of the
model of computation on which the JUMBO computer is based. This model,
referred to as the
model, integrates and extends the ideas of
two other computational models, namely the "pure" data flow model [1-8]
in which concurrent execution is controlled by the flow of data tokens
through a program, and the generalised control flow (GCF) model [9] in
which there is updateable memory and a multi -thread flow of control
tokens. Part 1 describes the data flow and GCF models, together with
the logical organisation of the Combined model programs and the way they
execute.
The Combined model may be realised by
many
different
machine
organisations. Part 2 of this report gives a definite interpretation of
the concepts in the Combined model, without becoming involved in the
details of a hardware implementation. Using a BNF syntax it gives an
abstract definition of the information structures necessary to support
the model and the transformations that occur to these structures as a
program is executed.
In Part 3 we present the JUMBO
computer
implementation including the instruction set and the hardware design,
based on three communicating microcomputers, In attempting to achieve
clarity in this report, a certain amount of repetition has inevitably
occurred in the three parts.
Our aims has been to keep the design of the JUMBO computer as simple as
possible.
The reasons for this are two -fold: firstly we wish to
investigate the interaction of data flow and control flow, and therefore
isolate
their
program organisation concepts from a "wealth" of
implementation detail, Secondly, owing to the increasing interest in
concurrent computing, particularly in the area of programming languages,
and the current scarcity of concurrent computers, the design of the
JUMBO computer has been kept sufficiently simple so that it may be
implemented by any College Computing Science or Electrical Engineering
Department,
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PART 1

!'i

MODELS OF COMPUTATION
QflrQl

j,.93q. and J

Two mechanisms are fundamental to any model of computation.
Firstly
there is the
nism by which an instruction can obtain the data
it requires and communicate data to other instructions.
The second
trj
by which one instruction causes the
mechanism is the
execution of other instructions, Before presenting the data and control
mechanisms of the Combined model we will consider the mechanisms
provided in certain other models, namely the traditional von Neumann,
the generalised control flow (GCF), and the data flow models. These
form logical subsets of the Combined model.

a:(b+c)*(b_c)
would be
Figure 1 shows how the assigpmet tatemnt
represented by (a) a single -thread control flow (von Neumann) model, (b)
a multi -thread control flow (GCF) model, and Cc) a pure data flow model,
In Figure 1 program fragments are viewed as directed graphs, where the
rectanguLar nodes represent. instructions, the arcs define flows of
information between instructions, and the circles represent stored data.
A solid arc in Figure 1 defines flows of both data and control and a
dotted arc defines a flow of control. An identifier, such as "11:",
prefixing an instruction or data item is viewed as the name, or address,
of the corresponding memory ceLl in which the item is stored.
In the von Neumann model the data mechanism conitnunicates data via named
cells, with the instruction generating the data and those
instructions consuming it sharing the name of the memory cell.
This
common name is embedded in the instruction; as illustrated in Figure la
by identifiers appearing within the rectangles,
If the data is a
constant it is often embedded in the instruction replacing the name.
This data mechanism is similar to a "by reference" mechanism for passing
a parameter to a procedure.

memory

The control mechanism of the von Neumann model, whereby one instruction
causes the execution of another, is a sequential flow of control, When
an instruction finishes execution a single
is passed on to
the successor instruction signalLing it to execute, In a von Neumann
computer this control token is represented by the contents of the
computer's program counter which is automatically updated, When the
control token activates an instruction the assumption is that all input
data has been computed and that the contents of memory cells used for
results may be overwritten. However a control token can also signal
other conditions such as the availability of some resource.
The generalised control flow (GCF) model has the same data mechanism as
the von Neumann model, Data is passed via named memory cells and names
are embedded in instructions. However the GCF control mechanism is
based
on multipLe control tokens which may signal a number of
instructions to execute concurrently. An instruction is activated when
a control token has arrived on each of its input arcs, In Figure lb
instructions Ii and 12 are each activated by a single token, whereas
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instruction 13 requires the presence of two tokens.
In the case of
instruction 13 the two control tokens will signal that Ii and 12 have
executed and that the input data is available in memory cells ti and t2,
Besides the assumptions made in the von Neumann model (as discussed
above) about the arrival of a control token at. an instruction, the GCF
also assumes that the instruction is safe to execute in parallel with
any other instructions that are already executing.
For instance if'
instruction Ii and 12 in Figure lb both assigned their result to memory
be
cell ti, the effect of
execution
would
their
concurrent
In
the
GCF
model
the
control
indeterminate.
flow arcs can be optimised
to obtain the required pattern of instruction execution.
Hence the
traditional von Neumann model is a special case of the GCF modeL in
which there is a single thread of control tokens.
In the pure data flow model the data and control mechanisms are
supported by a single scheme.
gáre used to pass data values
from one instruction to another and also cause the activation of'
instructions. An instruction is activated when a data token has arrived
on each ofits input arcs. When an instruction generates data it passes
the data to the instructions that consumes the data asinput. If more
than one instruction wishes to consume the data, multiple copies are
generated,
Thus in the model there is no concept of' a memory cell
containing stored data or of a data name being embedded in an
(In Figure ic a "?" symbol indicates that a data token is
instruction.
required.) This data flow data mechanism is similar to a "by value"
parameter passing mechanism.
To summarise the characteristics of these models of computation: in
control flow models data is passed "by reference" via common memory
cells, and instructions are activated by control tokens. In data flow
models data is passed "by value" as data tokens, and these data tokens
also activate instructions.

Appealing to our intuitive knowledge of procedure parameter passing
mechanisms, it is apparent that control flow models and data flow models
will each have certain advantages and disadvantages.
For instance a
control flow model has advantages where data structures such as arrays
are to be shared amongst a number of instructions, where a variable
remains constant within.a loop, and where inputs may not be used during
execution,
The main disadvantage of passing data via a memory cell is
that additional writes and reads to the memory cell, are incurred, thus
decreasing performance,
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Representations of the Assignment Statement
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A data flow model with its "by value" data mechanism
when invoking procedures with value parameters
arithmetic expressions, which forms a Large pe
calculations,
Its main disadvantages stem from a
memory: data structures such as arrays are difficult
constants within Loops must be regenerated.

is at an advantage
and when evaluating
centage
of'
most
lack of addressable
to implement and

The Combined model of computation represents our attempt to integrate
the GCF and the data fLow models and alLow a compiler writer to obtain
the advantages of both models. For instance a compiler might generate
part control flow and part data flow code for the assignment statement
a:(b~c)*(b.c), as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2 instructions Ii and
12 are each activated by a control token, Using the embedded names b
and c they access their input data, execute, and pass on their resuLts
as data tokens to instruction 13. Instruction 13 is activated by this
pair of data tokens, executes, stores its result in the memory cell a
using the embedded name, and releases a control token, Note the example
in Figure 2 is only meant to be illustrative..
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A Combined Control Flow and Data Flow Representation
of a := (b+c) * (b -c)

In the Combined model a token may be viewed as carrying one of a
possibLe three types of value. A
can carry a partial result
oi
as either a direct.value or as a
used to access a memory cell
storing the partial result, while a
can be thought of as a
data token carrying a null value.
In terms of the model's control
mechanism some specific combination of data and control tokens cause the
activation of a particular instruction,
When a set of tokens is
complete only the data tokens in the set are passed to the destination
instruction as inputs,
Instructions activated solely by a set of'
control tokens will receive no inputs from tokens,
In the data mechanism of the combined model there are two ways an
instruction may obtain its inputs, namely (i)
which may either
carry a value or a name, or (ii)
stored in the
ced
instruction which, Like the tokens, may be literaL values or the names
of memory cells. When an instruction is activated the tokens and
embedded inputs are merged to produce a set of values and names, The

names are then de-referenced and replaced by their corresponding values
from memory.
The resulting executable instruction then has a compLete
set of values (its
on which to compute some
values.
When the resuLts have been computed the output3 of the instruction are
generated.
Three types of output are provided by the modeL,namely (1)
data tokens, (ii) control tokens, and (iii) data to be stored in memory.
These outputs are specified by the instruction and may use both
arguments and results. It is thus possible, so to speak,
to pass on
values received as inputs to succeeding instructions.
The above presentation has given an overview of the Combined model of
computation and the subsidiary control flow and data flow models which
it attempts to integrate, It has also given a brief justification for
the approach.
At this point the reader who is primarily interested in
the JUMBO computer architecture and its implementation has sufficient
background information to turn to Part 2.
In the remainder of Part 1 we discuss the representation of concurrent
programs in models of computation such as the Combined model. In
particular we discuss the way objects are named,
This topic is
important because names, supplied statically to a program at compile
time and dynamically to the corresponding process at runtime, are the
sole means of controlling execution. We will show how correct usage of
names allows the adequate control of the indeterminacy inherent in
concurrent computations.

1. a

jesentat io

jg

In the following discussion we use the term "program representation" to
cover the styleof computations in a computing system
the way programs
are specified (their syntax), the semantics associated with code and
data, and the way processes manage code and data during execution, In
this section we try to identify why concurrent programs are represented
-

and organised in the way they are,
In the Combined model a computation is constructed from three types of
object: instructions, stored data, and tokens, A program declares a
particular set of objects, together with a set of najnes that wiLl
uniquely identify each of the objects at runtime, Thus the objects in
the memory or name space of a process can be viewed as name -value pairs.
Names are required in a program so that computations can reference
objects: communicate with them, share them, synchronise their use, and
possibly Locate the objects at some future time. It is the task of the
program representation, in conjunction with individual programs, to
manage the usage of names so as to ensure that objects remain uniquely
named and the execution of a process remains determinate if so required.
Thus ensuring, for example, that stored data is written before it is
read, and that two or more concurrentLy executing instructions cannot
create stored data with the same name, thereby leading to indeterminate

execution.

:
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When discussing the program representation of a computing system we are
really discussing two classes of representation. Firstly there is the
way computations are specified and organised at the instruction set
level of a computer.
This representation aims for flexibiLity since
during its lifetime a computer usually supports a variety of programming
languages, This flexibility sometimes means there is considerabLe scope
in the program representation for indeterminate computations.
SecondLy
there are the program representations, generated by programming language
translators, which are a restricted subset of the computers' program
representation.
The aim of the translators is usualLy to generate only
determinate programs, Let us examine the semantics associated with
instructions, stored data and tokens in a program representation.
Instructions are used to appLy operators to operands. They are created
prior to the executi.on of a program and are usually treated as pure
tIme -invariant code to facilitate sharing. Stored data items are used
by instructions for sharing operands, They are created during execution
and once a name -value pair has been written it may be read any number of
times by any number of instructions without the value being destroyed.
In addition stored data is often updateabLe allowing a name to identify
more than one value during the lifetime of a program. When a name -value
pair is written any previous value associated with this name is deleted.
Finally, tokens which are used to pass data and control information
between instructions can only be read once before being deleted. If an
element of information is to be sent to a number of instructions
multiple tokens must be created each with a unique name.
A new form of program representation, however, is ¯not restricted to
adopting these "traditIonal" semantics that are associated with control
flow and data fLow. For instance, a program representation for the
Combined model might allow instructions to be self-modifying, while a
translator could restrict a name to identifying a single object during
the lifetime of a process.
The question is to choose the necessary
properties for representing programs, in our case for concurrency.
For reasons that will become apparent, if not already clear to the
reader, it is appropriate to examine program representation and the
management of names at two levels:

1)

the j
rction level
where we consider
individual instructions within a single process,

2)

the
which

-

we
program.

the

execution

of

level
a larger scale structuring of a computation in
consider the execution of individual processes within a
-

The distinction between the two levels is apparent from the different
naming conventions used in a program representation by a group of
instructions sharing stored data and by a group of processes sharing a
file.
These differences result from the fact that within a single
process the majority of object names are supplied
at compiLe
time and it is possible to manage these names on a global basis, This
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is because the program is written and compiled as a single entity,
whereas processes are, so to speak, semi -autonomous computations whose
names can often only be suppLied
at runtTLme.

At the instruction Level a program consists of a set of individuaL
instructions each uniquely identified by a name (e.g., an address). When
this program is executed it gives rise to a process consisting of Ci)
this set of instructions, (ii) a set of control tokens and/or data
tokens, and (iii) a set of stored data, In models of computation where
the instructions are time -invariant, the state of a process is defined
at any instant by the set of tokens and the set of stored data, As with
the instructions, each of the tokens and stored data is uniquely
identified by a name.
This name originates from the instruction
creating the token or stored data item, being either directly embedded
in the instruction when it was compiled, or dynamicalLy generated at
runtime,

These naming concepts are illustrated by Figure 3 which shows the
representation and execution of the assignment statement a:(b~c)(b -c).
Both a directed graph and a textual representation are used,
Let us start by examining the program in Figure 3,
Recall, in the
directed graph notation rectangLes define instructions and are preceded
Embedded in the instructions are the
by their names, e.g. "IP',
operator and operands, For instance instructions Ii and 12 both obtain
their input data from memory cells b and c, whereas instruction 13
obtains its input from data tokens (as shown by the "?" symbols) and
stores its result in a, Flows of' data and control tokens are defined by
solid and dotted arcs respectively. Figure 3a also shows a stylised
machine code for the program fragment in which each instruction is
identified by its name, e.g. "Ii", and consists of an operator followed
by a list of embedded names. Notice in the machine code that arcs are
also represented by names which identify the destination instruction for
the token. These are the token names. For tokens it is necessary to
identify both the destination instruction and also which operand is
to
being supplied
instruction Ii supplies the [Left] operand
instruction 13 and instruction 12 supplies the [right] operand.
-

In representations for concurrent computation where more than one token
is required before an instruction can be activated, as with instruction
To
13, it is necessary for a computer to synchronise the tokens.
perform this synchronisation, tokens are formed into sets using the
destination instruction name; it is therefore necessary to know the
number of tokens which form a set. This information may either Ci) be
"I3/2t left]" and "I3/2[right]" are a set of'
supplied in the token name
two tokens, or (ii) be specified in the destination instruction
"13:
(/2)
a, Ii4/1[left]" is an instruction requiring two tokens. In the
JUMBO computer we have adopted the former mechanism because it allows us
to separate the matching of tokens from the accessing of instructions.
-

-
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Representation and Execution of a :
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(b+c)

(b-c)

In Figure 3b we show the process resulting from the execution of the
program fragment.
The state of execution is defined by the control.
token with name 12, the data token which is the left input of
b and c are
instruction 13, and the three stored data values
and 2, respectively, whiLe a is undefined,
associated with the values
This shows that instruction I1 has executed and instruction 12 is ready
to be executed.
-

The conventional meaning of process as a single "thread'! of instructions
is inappropriate for highly concurrent models of computation, where the
instructions in a process can be viewed as. forming a directed graph.
Concurrent
processes, such as those in the Combined model, are
relativelyindependent computations whicheari communicate using control
and data tokens, or through shared mempry., cells, However there are
significant distinctions between the communication of instructions at
the instruction level, and between processes at the process level, By
tradition these processes, unlike individual instructions, are compiled
independently and it may not be possible to predict in advance the
pattern of object accessing or even the number of processes that will be
created during execution of a program, If an object is changed, as for
instance when a file is written to, the program representation must
include, a mechanism such as a resource manager for controlling names so
as to ensure consistency in accessing the object.
Such an example
occurs when only a single copy of a name is allowed to be in use at an

instant.
We use the term process to be synonymous with a computation having a
unique
Each process executing in a concurrent computer has a
unique process identifier "P" which specifies the context of the
process, and isolates its objects from those of the other processes.
This P is obtained dynamically when the process is created and is
prefixed to the static names "I" in the code of the process to give a
set of unique object names P.1

Before a process P1 can invoke a procedure as a process it must create a
new context P2 and, so to speak, inject the parameters into the context,
Two
Figure I iLLustrates the logical invocation of a procedure.
instructions are required to perform this task, CALL and RETURN,
Initially the CALL instruction in process P1 obtains a new process
identifier P2 which is globally unique. CALL then changes the context.
When
of the input parameter tokens from P1 to the new context P2.
these
will
use
the
procedure's
code
re
-entrantly.
In
released,
tokens
P1
then
the
process
P2
to
return
its
results
to
is
addition, if the
process name P1 must be passed to the, RETURN instruction,
.

The, procedure call,

sequence in Figure

'

illustrates an "atomic" form

of

invocation in which all parameters must be available before the process
is created and the results are only reLeased when they are all
available,
The JUMBO machine employs more primitive instructions NEWP
and ROUTE that not only support this atomic form of process invocation
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but also a "piece -meal" form which starts a process immediateLy a single
parameter is available and likewise returns a result immediately it is
available. A NEWP instruction creates a new context P2 and a ROUTE
instruction changes the context of a single parameter or result. An
exampLe of the use of these instructions is given in Part 2.
P1:

P2:

-

name)
P2.R1

P1

I
-

I

¯

RETURN

P2 (returned
to sjrs tern)

P1.Rm
Figure
j

14

/

P2,Rm

Process Creation I Procedure Invocation
and Iso lj

In a program representation names provides two roles:

1) shg objects
for example an item of stored data shared by a
number of instructions, or a file shared by a group of concurrently
-

executing processes.

2)

Lti
objects
for instance isolating the sets of tokens
belonging to two concurrent invocations of the same procedure.
-

and
We wish to show the following regarding the representation
concurrent usage of names. If objects are to be j,jjj then separate
unique names are created. In a program compiled as a distinct entity,
unique names are embedded statically in the code, while for separate
copies of the program a dynamic name is supplied creating a unique
and certain accesses change the
context.
If an object is to be
object, then use of the name must be synqhrQnised
Within a program
this synchronisation can be achieved by gLobally organising the flows of
tokens through the program so that the accesses occur in some statically
determined sequence. Whereas for separate programs accessing an. object
in a possibly non -determinate way some more dynamic synchronisation, or
Locking mechanism, local to the object, must be used to restrict the
usage of the names.
Notice that different naming mechanisms are
appropriate at the instruction and process leveLs of a computation,
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Returning to the program generated in Figure 3 there are a number of
points worth noting concerning the style of generated code. Firstly the
graph of the program is acyclic hence only one token can be on each arc
at any instant.
Thus each token can be uniquely identified by a name
embedded statically in the instruction creating the token.
Secondly
each token is generated by a specific instruction; there are not, for
example, two arcs pointing at the same input.
Thirdly, when an
instruction is executed it is assumed that any accesses to shared data
are determinate, For instance any input data to be read is available,
and wiLl not be overwritten by any concurrently executing instructions,
and any outputs can be safely written. These assumptions are enforced
by a compiler which generates tokens to globally synchronise the use of
the stored data.

What if a compiler
loops, giving cy
where instructions
loop could also
multiple tokens on
sequence of values

wishes to generate machine code programs containing
lic graphsl PJLth a model for concurrent computation
execute in parallel, each successive iteration of a
execute in parallel leading to the possibility of
an arc and a single data name being associated with a

A number of naming and synchronisation strategies can be adopted to
support iterative constructs in programming languages. Figures 57
illustrates three strategies using as an example a program fragment
which calculates the 100th number in the Fibonacci series:
fl : 1;
f2 : 1;
FOR i
3 TO 100 DO

f3 :

f2 + fi;
fl : f2;
f2 :;f3
OD;
answer : f 3;
This program consists of two loops, one which is calculating the
.) and the other which is incrementing
Fibonacci series (f1, f2, f3
the iteration count i, Since i is not specified within the DO
OD
parallel.
loops
these two
can execute in
,

.

..,

Firstly, the translator representation for an iterative construct can
use the feedback of tokens to synchronise the use of names, thereby
ensuring that only a single token can be .on an arc or a single value be
associated with a stored data name, For example in Figure 5 the code
testing for termination of a loop ensures that all calculations within
the loop have terminated before feeding back the tokens for the next
iteration,

For the purpose of illustration, the directed graph used in Figure 5
falLs into two parts, The part on the left calcuLates the sequence of
Fibonacci numbers using a data flow representation, while the part on
the
right
performs
the
iteration count using a control flow
representation. In this example the SNITCH instructions is used to

synchronise the successive iterations by feeding back tokens.
The
SWITCH takes two types of inputs, one being the tokens to be switched
and the other a TRUE/FALSE data token which selects the output. At the
end of each iteration the TEST instruction releases a TRUE/FALSE token.
If' the token is FALSE the other tokens are fed back into the iteration.
when the iteration is complete a TRUE token is released causing the data
f3 to be routed to answer, and the other tokens to be discarded, as
shown by the "earth" symbols.
If the initial values (i.e. the data
tokens 12=1 and 11=1, and the stored data i:=2) are themselves part of a
loop then it wouLd be necessary for the release of answer to feedback a
signal allowing the loops to be re-entered.

\

2j

1'

:---

'I
F'l

]

-'--

----

13

TRUE/ FALSE

answer
Figure 5. Supporting Iteration using the Feedback of Tokens

Secondly, if we wish to support multiple tokens on arcs or memory cells
containing sequences of stored data values this is best supported by the
computer representation using a dynamic naming mechanism in which each
element of a sequence of values is given a unique index often referred
to as an iteration number E4,7]. This gives a unique name for each
object. For example on arc "i" the tokens could be named jEll, it2]
(see Figure 6). Each time aninstruction accesses a token or data value
the name is automatically advanced to the next index. It should be
noted that this index naming mechanism is similar to making each
iteration a separate process.
Returning to the Fibonacci example. The program fragment in Figure 6
be viewed as consisting of three asynchronous parts. The Loop on
the left generates the sequence of Fibonacci numbers which are queued on
the input to the SWITCH instruction. Each of the tokens geterated by
the loop is given a unique index by the INC NAME instruction e.g. f3E1],
13E2]
The loop is initialised by the two "1" data tokens whose
names are f2CO] and flEOl. These are added together to form 13[1]; the
index tl] being carried over to the 13. In addition, when the token
12C0] passes through the INC NAME instruction it becomes 12E1] and when
passed to the 11 arc it becomes hf 2] having passed through the second

may

,

INC

,

NAME,
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The Loop on the right generates the iteration sequence and these queue
on the input to the TEST instruction as jEll, iE2l
The third part
consumes the two sequences, discarding f3[1].,.f3C97] by switching them
to "earth" and outputting the f3[981 to answer, Due to the asynchronous
nature of the first two parts it is also necessary to halt the two
...

iterations.

/
1

1

\; ./i

El

__i

1iE]:2]

:i~1

+
-

f3 [I

answer
Figure

6. Supporting Iteration using "Iteration" Names

Thirdly, we can restrict the programs to acyclic graphs by the
transLators representing iteration by recursion, as shown in Figure 7,
Each iteration of the loop then becomes a separate process with its own
context, thereby isoLating the stored data and tokens of each loop. The
code for the Loop may, however, be shared because it is time-invariant.
In this last Fibonacci example the program fragment
recursion:

fib(n, f2, fl) :

IF n

is

represented

by

1 THEN f2
ELSE fib(n-1, f2+f1, f2)

Each time fib(n, f2+fl, f2) must be caLcuLated a new process is created
thereby isolating its objects and ensuring that all objects remain
uniquely named.
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7. Supporting Iteration using Recursion

In the JUMBO computer iterative constructs are represented either by the
first or third strategy. The first strategy merely requires a specific
style of code to be generated by a translator, while the third strategy
uses the process mechanism of the computer which must be provided
anyway, We chose not to implement the second strategy, of considering
each arc and data name in thecomputer as defining a sequence of' values,
because it is really an optimisation of the third strategy (making each
iteration a separate process). In addition this optimisation is only
applicable for a single level of iteration. For nested iterations of
the form

FOR x
1 TO 10 DO
y
I TO O DO
FOR
FOR z
1 TO 10 DO
where we imagine all the iterations being in existence concurrently, it
is necessary to provide in a name an index corresponding to each
iteration. Thus an arc i needs three indexes (for loop x, y and z) e.g.
to guarantee unique naming of tokens.
i[1,1,1], i[i,1,2],
,,.

Iterative constructs illustrate the problems of managing objects at the
instruction level,
Similar problems also occur at the process level,
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The
We have defined a process to be synonymous with a unique context.
aims of this structuring are both to allow controlLed sharing of objects
and to provide isoLation, For instance two processes might share a
single (updateable) object such as a file and they might share the same
code, if identical, but their individual sets of tokens and internal
stored data must be isolated.

Not all procedure code, however, may be used re -entrantly as, for
example, when a procedur directly accesses a peripheral. Also accesses
to a resource such as a file that change the resource must be
synchronised.
Hence a program representation for concurrency must
support the concept of a resource manager [10], to restrict the dynamic
usage of certain names.
of
In a situation where a resource manager is used, a number
asynchronous and independent proceses may attenipt to use a nonshareable resource in parallel. It is the task of a resource manager to
ensure that only one process may enter a critical region at a time.
This is achieved by using a semaphore, suppLying a ticket which may only
be possessed by a single pr9cess. A semaphore may be implemented by:

1) a shared

y

which must be tested and set in a single

atomic

action,

2) a

which non-determinately matches with only one of a possible
group of tokens from processes wishing to use the resource.

The use of a "semaphore" token seems to be the most naturaL way to
implement resource managers in a system in which the. matching of tokens
is. the normal instruction activation mechanism.

Figure 8 shows the Logical operation of a resource manager.
Each
process wishing to enter the the critical region sends a "request" token
containing the process's name to the resource manager. This leads to a
number of tokens with identical destination names. The semaphore token
will non -determinately match with one of these request tokens, causing a
message to be sent to the process indicating that it has permission to
enter the critical region, When this process leaves the critical region
the semaphore token is released allowing another process to enter,
the preceding sections was to identify why concurrent
programs are represented and organised in the way they are. In doing
this we used the term "program representation" to cover the way the
objects of a program are named, and the way the objects and the names
are managed, Two levels for the management of names were identified:
the instruction leveL, where the execution of individuaL instructions in
a single process is considered, and the process level, where the
execution; of individuaL processes (each with a unique context) in a
program is considered. We noted that in a program representation names

Our aim in

provide two roles: for the sharing and for the isolation of objects. We
also noted that different naming mechanisms for these two roles are
appropriate at the instruction and process levels of a computation.
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STRUCTURE, FLOWS AND MANIPULATIONS OF INFORMATION

PART 2

In this part of the report we define a logical machine organisation
which supports the model of computation discussed in Part. 1. This
definition concerns the machine's information structures, including both
stored information and packet... that "flow" in the machine, and the
ActuaL
information.
this
manipulating
for
processing
rules
and
of
information
encodings
the binary
implementation details such
computer
are
memories)
a
of
bhe hardware organisation (processing units,
given in Part 3.

as

Before presenting this Logical definition of the information structures,
it is appropriate to outline the form of an instruction and the
instruction execution cycle of the machine.
arguments
of
consists of an operator, a number
information for
position), and
argument
(distinguished
by
is caused by
an
instruction
interpreting the arguments. Activation of
from these
Any
data
the availability of a specific set of tokens.
in
positions
tokens is carried forward and inserted in vacant argument
already
instruction,
wilL
Other argument positions
the activated
contain data embedded in the instruction, At this stage certain of the
Input mode
be values and the remainder names.
arguments
will
information causes the names to be de -referenced and replaced by their
corresponding values.
Next the operator is applied to arguments in
Finally, output mode
specific positions to produce some results.
infOrmation, causes certain of the arguments and results to be combined
to produce the outputs from the instruction.

An
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Figure 9 illustrates the instruction execution cycle which
the following four stages:

consists

of

1)

instruction activation
this stage supports the control mechanism
of the model. Individual token packets are formed into token sets
for a particular destination instruction and are released when the
set is complete. This token
packet consists of the instruction
name and any. data from the tokens,

2)

data collection
this stage supports the data mechanism of the
It provides a memory for the instructions and data and also
model.
generates xeutb1e
by inserting the arguments
st.
into a copy of an activated instruction. These arguments come from
three sources, namely Ci) data tokens, (ii) constants embedded in
the instruction, and (iii) de -referenced memory cell names.

3)

operator execution
the arguments and
2Qj.

L)

-

-

this stage applies the operator to
appends the results to produce

-

certain

of

an

at this stage the outputs are generated by
result distribution
combining certain of the arguments and results. The three types of
output packet are Ci) data tokens,. (ii) control tokens, and (iii)
stor
for memory.
-

In the remainder of Part 2 we define the details of these information
The syntax also defines a
structures using a BNF syntax notation.
"language" for writing examples and so incLudes some redundant key words
and punctuation.
One specific point, in the BNF notation {. .
indicates zero or more repetitions of the enclosed material.

L! Qjs
A

and

computation

logically consists of three
types
of
object
where each of the objects is
instructions, stored data and tokens
uniquely identified by a name used to reference the object.
Therefore
the memory or name space of a computation can be viewed as being
comprised of three groups of name -value pairs,
-

-

<context> ::
<object

name>

<code identifier><stored data identifier>
<token identifier>

::

<object identifier>.<relative

<object identifier> ::=

name>

<code identifier>
<stored data identifier>
<token identifier'>

A process is a computation executing in its own unique context which
comprises the instructions being executed, the stored data values
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the
referenced by these instructions, and the tokens by
which
instructions communicate.
Associated with the context are a <code
identifier>, a <stored data identifier> and a <token identifier> which
are used to access objects in the three groups.

An <object name> has two components, an <object identifier> which
defines a particular group of objects in the memory space and a
<relative name> which identifies a particular object within a group.
Each process is identified by a <process name> which may be viewed
either as consisting of the code, stored data and token identifiers, or
as a separate name used to reference these identifiers.
This <process
name> is attached to the information structures token packets, token
set packets, executable instruction packets etc.
that, so to speak,
flow round the machine and is used during the instruction execution
cycle for accessing stored objects. A <process name> is supplied at
runtime when a new process is created, while <relative name>s are
usually embedded in the code of a process.
-

When a process is created its context is defined by the code, stored
data and token identifiers associated with the process. Thus two
invocations of the same procedure are likely to have identical code
identifiers, but different stored data and token identifiers, In
addition, when a program is compiled it is treated as being identified
by a stored data identifier,
When the program is executed this
identifier will be used as a code identifier. By associating a single
code, a single stored data and a single token identifier with a process,
we have clearly restricted the computer, but this is in keeping with our
overall aim of keeping the machine very simple.

<stored data> ::= <data name>:<value>
<data

name>

::

<stored data identifier>.<relative

<stored data packet> ::
<process name> .<relative

name>

name> :<value>

An item of' <stored data> consists of a <data name> and a <value>, and
once generated the data may be accessed any number of times without the
value being deleted. The name field of an item of data defines the
<stored data identifier>, the group to which the data belongs, and the
<relative name> of the object within the group of' stored data objects,
When an item of data is generated any previous stored data with the same
<data name> is deleted.
A stored data item is generated by a <stored data packet> consisting of
a <process name>, a <relative name> and a <value> field. This <process
name> field defines the process to which the data belongs, and thus
determines the <stored data identifier>.
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Tokens
<token set> ::
<token set

<token set name>/<count>C{<token argument>;}]

name>

::

<token identifier>.<relative

name>

<token packet> ::=
<process name>.<relative name>/<count>t{<token argument>; H
<token set packet> ::

<process

name>,<relative

nanie>E{<data token>;}]

<count> ::= U23
<token argument> ::
<data token>

oken>kcontrol token>

<positi9n>;<value>

<control token> ::
<position> :

<data

<position>

1 23

A token packet, carrying information between instructions, specifies the
name
of
its
destination
instruction together with information
controlling how he token will be matched with the other tokens of the
set,
In addition <data token>s aLso provide input <value>s for the
instruction,

A <token set> is a grouping of <token packet>s that is temporarily
stored until the set is complete, at which stage it is released as a
<token set packet>. In a <token set>, the <token set name> consists of
a <token identifier> and a <relative name>, which in an implementation
identifies the destination instruction. This instruction ma' require
several tokens for its complete activation. The totalnumber of tokens
in the set is specified by the <count> field, which is the same for each
token contributing to a set. Each <token packet> contain8 one or more
<token argument>s whose pLace in the set is defined by a <position>
field which is unique for each <token argument>.
It might seem from Part 1 that each <token packet> shouLd contain a
single <token argument> and this is true for the majority of tokens.
However for program fragments such as resource managers where tokens
cannot be uniquely named, it is necessary to ensure that a group of
arguments output by one instruction and destined for another instruction
are, in fact, placed in the same <token set>, This is achieved by
placing the arguments in a single <token packet>.

<instruction> ::
<instruction

<instruction name>:<instruction template>

name>::=

<code identifier>,<relative

name>

<instruction template> ::=
(<embedded data><input mode><operator><output mode>)
<executable instruction packet>
<process naine>:(<argument List><operator><output mode>)
<executed instruction packet> ::=
<process name>:(<argument list><result List><output mode>)
<embedded data> : := {ARG <argument>; }
<argument List> ::

::

<result list>

{ARG <argument>;}
{RES <argument;}

<position>:<value>

<argument>

<input mode> ::= {DE -REF <position>;}

<position> ::

U23

<operator>::= ADD; MULTIPLY;
<Output mode> ::

{<emit stored data> Remit data token> Remit control token>}

(<slot>,<slot>);

<emit stored data> ::

EMIT -SD

<emit data token>

EMIT -DT (<slot>,<slot>);

<emit control token>

<sLot>

:= EMIT -CT (<slot>);

AEG <position>RES <position>

The
An <instruction> is a name -value pair stored in the memory space.
<instruction name> defines a <code identifier> and a <relative name> for
an instruction objects The value part of the object is the <instruction
template>.
Data used in the execution of an instruction consists of a number of
<argument>s, identified by <position>s, and comes either from <embedded
data> or from token data from the <token set packet>,
The set of
arguments from these two sources wilL form a complete set for an
instruction, with each occupying a unique <position>. Next, the <input
mode> lists the <position>s of the arguments that are to be treated as
names and de.-referenced. That is, each such <argument> is replaced by
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the stored data item with a name <stored data identifier>.<argument>; to
give a <executable instruction packet>.
Each <operator> is defined as a function from the values at specific
some result values, each of which is identified by
a result (RES) position. For example the ADD operator is defined as:
argument positions to

RES 1 := ARG 1 + ARG 2
Thus the definition of operators, as discussed in section 2.3, has been
largely separated from the input and output of' operands. When the
<executable instruction packet> is. processed an <executed instruction
packet> is generated in which the operator is replaced by a <result
list>.
<outpub mode> defines the stored data and token packets to
by the instruction.
This specification identifies the
particular argument and resuLt values which are to be
form the name and value of a stored data or token object.
EMIT -SD (ARG 4, RES 1) specifies a stored data object whose
<relative name> is supplied by the argument at position 4 and whose
<value> is supplied by the result at position 1,

Finally, the
be emitted
positions of
combined to
For instance

<vaiue> : :

<basic value>kspecial
<instruction template>

<basic value> ::

value>kreference>

<booLean>kinteger>kbit string>L..

<special value> ::= NULLERROR

<reference> ::=

<process name>kobject
<relative

name>ktoken

identifier>
reference>

<token reference> ::= <relative name>/<count>t<position>]
The <value> defines all of the types of operand which may appear as the
value part of a data token or stored data value, or as the arguments or
results of an instruction, The <basic value>s are those on which normal
computations are performed, and they are supplemented by the two
<special value>s NULL and ERROR which deal with exceptional conditions.
NULL represents a missing value, as for instance a reference to a nonexisting stored data value when an instruction argumen.t is
de
referenced,
ERROR is the value produced as a result of an erroneous
computation, such as division by zero.
-

A <reference> value can be stored and communicated like any other type
of value, but their use is in generating object names. An instruction
refers to objects using reference values which can be provided either
statically, as embedded data, or dynamically, via data tokens or stored
data. A <process name> references a process, an <object identifier>
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defines a group of objects, a <relative name> specifies an object within
a group, while a <token reference> defines all of the information for an
emitted token, apart from the process name and value.
It is important that the reader cLearly understands the distinction we
make between the use of an <object identifier> and a <process name>.. An
<object identifier> is used in the accessing of objects, conceptually,
stored in the memory space, whereas a <process name> is attached to a
In the
packet of information, conceptually, flowing in the machine.
next section we follow through the execution of an example instruction
to illustrate the form of the information flowing in the computer.

Z.2.. InsrjQfl Executiofl
When examining the instruction execution cycle it is insufficient merely
to study the information flows and manipulations associated with a
simple instruction containing, say, an addition operator.
This would
only illustrate the execution of instructions within a single process or
For a
context, referred to as the instruction leveL in section 1,2.
complete picture of the information flows and manipulations we must also
examine instruction execution involving inter -process communication, in
which process names are changed arid there is an element of controlled
non.determinacy in the computation, This was referred to as the Process
Level in Section 1,2.

The program fragment we will use as a running example throughout this
section reflects the necessary differences between these two classes of
instruction execution. Figure 10 shows a simple resource manager that
returns the incremented value of a store locatIon x to a requesting
process. Within the dotted rectangle (the critical region) the addition
instruction R,I1 (processR,. instruction Ii) is activated by a control
token R,I1/2[1;] arid a data token R,I1/2C3:Pi;]. The value of the data
token is the name of a process Pi requesting the new value of the data
stored at x. Once activated, instruction R.I1 increments the contents
of x and also releases x as a data token to the ROUTE instruction R.I2.
In addition it emits a data token to R.I2 containing the process name Pi
and a control token to itself R.I1I2[1;].
Outside of the dotted rectangle we see the mechanisms concerned with
resource management,
A group of processes requesting the incremented
value of x each send a data token R.I1/2t3:Pi;] addressed to instruction
R.I1 and containing as its value the process name of the requesting
process. One of these data tokens wiLl match with the control token
R.I1/2E1;, which acts as a semaphore for the resource, thereby
act ivting the addition instruction. When the increment finishes it
emits three token packets: the control token is the semaphore and the
two data tokens are used to return the new value of x to the calling
(To. simplify the exampLe we assume this data belongs to a
process Pi.
set of 1 and is always sent to position 1 of instruction J1.) This is
achieved by the ROUTE instruction R.I2 that handles inter -process
communication by receiving tokens in process R and outputting a data
token Pi,J1/i[1:x;] for the process Pi,
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a)

directed graph

from process
-

Pi

-

RI2/2[1:Pi]

R.12/2[2:x]

__

12:

to proess Pi
instruction J1

.\Pi.J1/1[1:x;]
b)

textual

R.I1:(ARG1:x; ARG2:1; ARG14:x; ARG5:I1/2[1];
ARG 6:I2/2[1]; AEG 7:I2/2C2];
DE-REF 1;
ADD;
EMIT -SD (ARG
EMIT -DT (ARG
EMIT -DT (ARG
EMIT -CT (ARG

R.I2:

'4, RES 1);
6, ARG 3);
7, RES 1);

5);

)

(ARG3:J1/1C1];
ROUTE;
EMIr -DT (ARG 3, ARG 2);

Figure

10.

A Simple Resource Manager

rQ

<token set packet> ::;

<process

narne>,<relative

name>E{<data token>;}]

The function of the instruction activation stage of the execution cycle
is to group together a combination of tokens to form acomplete <token
set> defining one activation of a destination instruction.
The rules governing the matching of tokens are as follows:

1)

two <token packet>s can contribute to the same <token set> only if
their <token set name>s are identicaL and their <position> field5
are different.

2)

if two <token packet>s with the same set name have a <position>
field in common then the second token packet to arrive attempts to
match with another <token set> with this <token set name>, else it
starts a rew token set, This nondeterminate matching is needed
for resource managers.

3)

all of the <token argument>s emitted by a source instruction for the
same destination instruction form one token packet and thus
contribute to the same <token set>.

When the <count> field indicates a <token set> is complete, the <token
set packet> is released to the data collection stage where an executable
instruction is formed. At this stage a <token set packet> contains the
name of the destination instruction and the token data, the <position>
fields of control tokens and the <count> field having been deleted.
Exceptions during instruction activation are handled as follows:

1) if any fields of a <token packet>, apart from the ¯<vaLue>
contain ERROR or NULL then the token is discarded.
2) if the <count> field of a <token packet> is
other tokens in the set then the token set
arguments set to ERROR.

fieLds,

inconsistent with the
released with all its

is

As an illustration of the instruction activation stage consider the
token matching wh1ch occurs in the program fragment in Figure 10
/2c
Instruction Ii in process R is activated by a token set of two
token packets

a control token

R.I1/2[1;]

a data token

R.I1I2[3:Pi;]

and

This produces the following <token set packet> which supplies AG 3
instruction II.
token set packet

R I1[3 Pie]
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for

There are two additional points of' interest in Figure 10.
Firstly the
token matching mechanism may encounter more than one token packet with
fields R.I1/2[3:...] at any instant, due to the fact that a resource
manager must service simultaneous user requests. Rule 2 handles this
situation by creating a separate token set for each identical name,
Successive R.I1/2[1;] tokens will then match with each of these sets in
Secondly, due to the asynchronous nature of' the
program
turn.
representation and the machine, it. is conceptualLy possible (though
unlikely) for two groups of R.I2/2C1:Pi;] and R.I2/2[2:x;] to be in
existence simultaneousLy,
It aLso presents the possibility of' the
groups becoming mis -matched. This problem Is handled by a group of
arguments being placed in a singLe <token packet>, which satisfies rule
3.

Data Collection
<executable instruction packet> ::
<process name>: (<argument list><operator><output mode>)
The input to the data colLection stage, a <token set packet>, identifies
a destination instruction to be activated and may also carry some token
data. The <process name> of a token set packet defines a <code
identifier> which is used in conjunction with the <relative name> to
the
Initially a copy of'
reference the destination instruction.
<instruction template> is taken and the <process name> is carried over
from the token set to the activated instruction.
Then the <embedded
data> and the token data are merged using the <position> fields of the
arguments.

Next, any argument <position>s listed in the <input mode> are de
Each Listed argument is considered a <relative name> which
referenced.
is combined with the <stored data identifier> specified by the <process
name>. These listed arguments are replaced by their corresponding
stored data values to produce an <argument list> for the <executable
instruction packet>, which is then released,
-

Exceptions during data collection are handled in the following way:

1)

if' the destination instruction does not exist or the <instruction
template> has the value NULL or ERROR, activation terminates.

2)

if' two arguments have the same <position> value the argument is
to ERROR.

3)

any argument to be dc -referenced but having the value NULL or ERROR,

set

is replaced by the value ERROR.

14)

any dc-referenced argument accessing a non-existent
given the argument NULL.

5)

any missing argument value is given the value NULL.
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data

value

is

Returning to the exampLe in Figure 10, instruction R.11 is activated by
the token set packet R.I1(3:iPi;]. This creates an activated instruction
of the form
R : (ARG 1:x; ARG 2:1; ARG 3:Pi; ARG )4:x;

ARG 5:11/211]; ARG 6:12/211]; ARG 7:12/212);
DE-REF 1;
ADD;
Next the
where the token data 3:Pi is merged with the embedded data.
<input mode> indicates that argument 1, data name x, is to be de
referenced and repLaced by its corresponding vaLue, defined in this
example to be 14,
R : (ARG 1:1)4;. ARG 2:1; ARG 3:Pi; ARG 4:x;
ARG 5:I1/2[1]; ARG 6:12/211]; ARG 7:12/212];
ADD;

This <execut;able
execution stage.

instruction

packet>

is

reLeased

to

the

operator

Qr

<executed instruction packet> ::=
<process name>:(<argument list><result list><output mode>)
At the operator execution stage the operator is applied as a function to
designated arguments in the <argument List> to produce the results in
the <result list>.
This <result List> replaces the <operator> to
produce an <executed instruction packet> which is passed to the result
distribution stage. Note that the ROUTE operator functions slightly
differently
it replaced the <process name> by the vaLue of ARG 1 and
does not generate any resuLt välués as such. Exceptions during operatOr
execution are handLed as follows:

1)

any input arguments required by an <operator> but not present in the
<argument list> are taken as NULL.

2)

<operators> appLied to one or more NULL input arguments

in

general

in

general

zero

divide)

produce NULL results..
3)

operators applied to

one or more ERROR input

arguments

produce ERROR results.

14)

operators failing during execution

(e.g.

overflow,

produce ERROR results.
In the <executabLe instruction packet> generated by instruction Ii of
Figure 10, the ADD operator would add together the contents of ARG 1:1)4
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and AEG 2:1 to produce a single result.
RES 1 :

ARG 1 + ARG 2

The <executed instruction packet> will therefore be
R : (ARG 1:114; ARG 2:1; ARG 3:Pi; AEG 14:x;
AEG 5:I1/2C1]; ARG 6:I2/2Cfl; ARG 7:I2/2[2];.
RES 1:15;
EMIT -SD (AEG 14, RES 1);
EMIT-OT (ARe 6, ARG 3);
Et4IT -DT (ARG 7, RES 1);
EMIT-CT (ARG 5);
)

while the ROUTE operator wilL replace the <Drocess name> by the value of
ARG 1:Pi but will generate no results,
The <executed instruction
packet> is as follows:
Pi : (ARG 1:Pi; AEG 2:x; ARG 3:J1/1[1];
EMIT -DT (AEG 3, ARG 2); )
jiLt

jtribution

<output mode> ::
{<emit stored data><emit data

<stored data packet> ::

<process

token>kemit control token>}
name>.<relative name>:<value>

<token packet> ::=
<process name>.<relative nanie>/<count>[{<token argument>; LI
At the result distribution stage the <store data packet>s and <token
packet>s are generated from an <executed instruction packet> using the
<output mode> field, For each output the <output mode> specifies an ARG
or RES <position> for the <relative name> and, apart from control
tokens, specifies, an. ARG or, RES <position> for the <value>..
The
<process name> is carried over from the <executed instruction packet> to
each of the instruction outputs.
,

One important point shouLd be noted: in a particular instruction any
instruction outputs which are <stored data packet>s are released before
any of the tokens and are
to have updated memory before any of
the
<token
packet>s are reLeased,
Thus tokens may signal the
avaiLabiLity of data. The naturaL asynchrony of the machine and the
difficulties this causes for updateable memory are discussed in the
ConcLusions.
The two exception are handled as folLows:

1)

any <process
name of an

name>,

argument or resuLt field, contributing to the
output, but having the vaLue ERROR or NULL causes the

output being constructed to be deleted.
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2)

if two token arguments for the same <token packet> have identical
<position> fields then a single argument with the <value> ERROR is
used.

Finally, for our exampLe in Figure 10 four output packets are
for instruction Ii:

generated

stored data/je,

outout
EMIT -3D (AEG L, RES 1);

R,.x:15

EMIT -DT (AR 6, ARG. 3);
EMIT -DT (ARG 7, RES 1);

R,I2/2[1:Pi; 2:x;]

EMIT -CT (ARG 5);

R.I1/2[1;]

LI QQ:RQJ
Owing to he design of the instruction execution cycle, in particuLar
the way in which the data coLLection and resuLt distribution stages
shield an <operator> from the problems of operand accessing, it is
relatively easy to introduce new operators into a machine. Therefore in
this section we merely describe the various cLasses of operator,
concentrating on the speciaList operators necessary for such tasks as

process management.
In general, operators are basically functions, taking arguments from
predefined argument positions and pLacing answers in predefined result
positions. Operators define the types of their operands (i.e. operands
are untyped), apart from the special values NULL and ERROR, and missing
arguments that are treated as MULL.
In general exceptions are handled

as:
1)

an operator with a NULL input argument yields NULL results.

2)

an operator with an ERROR input argument
results.

3)

yieLds ERROR
In addition ERROR has priority over NULL.

values

an operator which fails (overfLow, zero divide) yields ERROR

for

values

for resuLts
Lgi.

Arithmetic and LogicaL operators perform standard data manipuLation on
integers, boolean and bit string vaLues etc. Dyadic operators use ARG 1
and ARG 2 as inputs and pLace their answer in RES 1 monadic operators
use ARG 1 as input and place their result in position RES 1.
dyadic

RES 1 := AEG 1 <operator> ARG 2

monadic

RES 1 :

<operator>ARG I
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The standard set of arithmetic operators are ADD, MULTIPLY, etc., but
these could be enhanced with operators for multi -length arithmetic which
include carry -in and carry -out fields.
Then there are the logical
operators AND, NOT, etc., and lastly the bit string operators for
arithmetic, logical and circular shifting.

io
Decision operators perform comparisons on. signed values and yield a
boolean result.
For instance EQUALS, GREATER -THAN etc., are dyadic
using ARGs 1 and 2 as inputs and placing their boolean answer in RES 1,
Two special type testing operators. IF -NULL and IF -ERROR are monadic
testing if¯ARG 1 is the ERROR or NULL value, respectively, and placing
the result in RES 1. The set of decision operators could be enhanced to
include tests for TRUE, FALSE or ZERO.

Control operators take a boolean control value, frequently from a
decision operator, and use it to conditionally manipulate data and
tokens, An example is the SWITCH operator used to conditionally
interchange two values dependent on a third control value, Its basic
definition is:
RES 1 := if ARG 3 then ARG 2
else ARG 1;
RES 2 :

if ARG 3 then ARG 1
else ARG 2;

Using the SWITCH operator in conjunction with the¯ <input
<output mode> all basic control operations seem possible.

mode>

and

L:QQs
It may be recalled that the <process name> attached to an information
structure either represents or identifies the corresponding 3 -tuple
<code identifier> <stored data identifier> <token identifier> used to
access the respective sets of objects. In terms of an implementation we
might view the <process name> as indexing into centralised tables that
yield the corresponding identifiers.
In addition we can imagine the
system maintaining certain information relating to the use of the
<process name>, or the identifiers, such as how many processes are
sharing a particular <code identifier>,
The following
operators
illustrate process management and the maintenance of this process

information.
1) ROUTE
this operator sets the <process
instruction packet> to the value of ARG 1.
-

name>

in

the

<executed

This operator is used for interprocess communication,. such as passing
parameters to a new process and returning results to a calling process.
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2)

ME

sets RES 1 to its

-

own <process

name>.

This operator allows a process to pass its own name to another process
so that, say, results can be returned at the end of a procedure call.
3) NEW?
L) KILL

creates a
-

new

<process name>

this operator returns a

for a calling process.

<process name>

to the system.

To illustrate the use of these operators we will examine the invocation
of a process: creating it, the communication of parameters, and the
deletion of the process. Figure 11 shows this cycle for a process P2
cr.eated by a calling process P1. Initially process P1 obtains a unique
process name P2 using the NEW? instruction. P2 is then passed to the
ROUTE instructions that change the process names of the input parameters
In
P1.11
P1.In thereby injecting them into the new process P2.
addition the ME instruction yields the process name P1 which is passed
to the ROUTE instrudtions in process P2 so that results P2,R1 ... P2.Rm
my be returned to process P1.
When all these results have been
received by process P1 the KILL instruction is activated and deletes P2,
,,.

P1:
p1.1

PlJtn

P2.R1

P2,Rm

H

P1:
P1,R1.

--

HJ;

KILL

Figure 11. Process Creation, Parameter Passing and
Process Deletion

jpj&/pJLp)Ar..
Input/Output operators provide communication between the machine and its
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external environment
peripherals

including

other

machines,

user

terminals

1)

READ

-

sets RES 1 to the next character on the input stream.

2)

WRITE

-

outputs the character in ARG 1.

Further examples of operators are shown in Section 3,3 which gives
definition of the basic operators provided by the JUMBO computer.
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and

a

PART 3

THE JUMBO COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

The JU4BO computer design presented here is a simple realisation of the
information structures described in Part 2.
Firstly the hardware
organisation of the machine is given and certain general features of the
implementation are described. Then the detailed binary representations
of the information structures used in the machine are presented as a
derivation of the BNF representation given in Part 2..
A prime objective of the design is that its implementation should be
simple enough to be built as a student. project from standard components.
Figure 12 shows the machine as three principal units interconnected by
four
queues,
first -in-first -'out
Each unit is implemented as a
microcomputer, in our case a Motorola M6800 system, and each queue is a

hardware FIFO,
Memory Unit

Matching Unit

PIAI

MEM

CPUI

PIA --jFIFO--4PIA

CPW IP

PIA

<token set
packet>s

FIFOI

<token
packet>s

<stored
data
packet>s

PIA

<executable[!9
9J instruction
packet>s.

PIA

PIA

Processing Unit

CPU
MEM
PIA
FIFO
Figure

-

-

microprocessor
local memory
peripheral interface adaptor
first -in -first -out buffer

12,

Implementation of the JUMBO Computer

The three units perform the following tasks with regard to the four
stages in the instruction execution cycle illustrated by Figure 9. The
Matching Unit supports instruction activation. Individual token packets
arriving in the FIFO are collected into sets, being temporarily stored
until complete, when the token set packet is released. The Memory Unit
handles data collection, This consists of a variety of tasks including

3)4...

(i) storing data packets output by the Processing Unit, (ii) maintaining
information about processes such as the location of data and code, and
(iii) constructing executable instruction packets
Finally,
the
operator
and result
supports
execution
both
Processing
Unit
distribution.

I PJIIQQ

La

In keeping the implementation basic a number of constraints have
applied to the information structures, such as untyped operands.
specifically:

been
More

1)

all: values are 16 bits

2)

<relative

3)

<process name>s are

)4)

a maximum of' .)4 tokens destined for the same destination instruction

5)

a maximum of B arguments in the <argument list> of an instruction

6)

a maximum of

name>s are

4

restricted to 10 bits
restricted to 9 bits

outputs

released

from

an

<executed

instruction

packet>

These details are expanded upon below,

Central to the operation of the machine is the management of its memory
name space, to support processes.
This basically involves the
management of storage in the Memory and Matching Units, and the
referencing of objects.

or

Storage in the Memory Unit is implemented as a conventional random
access memory of 16 bit words, with word addressing, and alLocated in
Each
fixed page size units. In our design the page size is 1K -words,
process is identified by a <process name> which identifies the base
addresses for two pages, One page contains the process's data and the
other its code.
Objects within these pages are indexed relative to a
base address by a <relative name>. Owing to our page size of' 1K only 10
bits of a <relative name> are used in address calculations,
Management of storage in the Memory Unit centres on two tables in page
0. These are the
_abe, containing the base addresses for pages
which
associated with each process, and the
contains a reference count for each page in the machine, Figure 13
shows the format of' these tables. The process table starts at address 0
of page 0 and contains 2 consecutive 16 bit entries for each possible
<process name>. When a <process name> is allocated its corresponding
base addresses for the data and code pages are inserted in the process
table, At the other end, so to speak, of page 0 is the reference count.
table which supports a reference count garbage collection scheme,
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a)

process table
<code
identi fier>
16 -bits

<stored data
identifier>
16 -bits

<process

name>

<address>

0

0

1

2

2

14

b) reference count table

<reference count>

c)

<page>

<address>

0

1023

1

1022

2

1021

16 -bits

token tabLe

<process
name>

<address>

0

0

1

1

2

2

Figure

13.

<token identifier>
16 -bits

Memory and Matching Unit Tables.
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The token memory space in the Matching Unit is managed in a similar way
to the storage in the Memory Unit, being allocated in fixed page size
units of 1K -words. Associated with each active process is a page in
which its token sets are temporariLy stored, using a hashing function,
Page 0 of the Matching Unit holds the t_okejl tab1e (see Figure 13) which
contains the base address of the page associated with each process.
When a process is created anew entry is made in the token table, and
the page is iritialised.
When a process is deleted its page becomes
available for re -allocation. This scheme for managing storage in the
Matching Unit was adopted so that tokens belonging to .a process may be
automatically, deleted when the process is deleted. This.is in contrast
to most data flow computers which requires a process to consume all its
tokens before deletion
referred to as "self-cleaning" graphs,
-

Proc ess

<context> ::

<code identifier><stored data identifier>
<token identifier>

7

9
proc -name

<process name>

unused

Most of the details concerning the implementation of the <process
and the management of the memory space have been given above.

name>

At the Memory Unit the <process name> attached to a <token set packet>
or a <stored data packet> is used to index into the process table and
access the base address corresponding to the <code identifier> or
<stored data identifier>. Our choice of page size limits this <process
name> to 9 bits. At the Matching Unit the <process name> attached to a
<token packet> is used to index into the token table and access the base
address corresponding to the <token identifier>.
'

Stored JJ
<stored data packet>

<process

name>.<relative name>:<value>

6

r

roc

-:ameI Jreiname( vaiueJ

<process name>
<relative

name>

<value>

Stored data packets are output by the Processing Unit for storage in the
Memory Unit and are a direct implementation of the BNF presented in Part
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2. The address of the data is given by the base address of a data page,
identified by the 9 bit process number, and the 10 bit <relative name>,
All <value>s are 16 bits.

<token packet> ::

<process
7

name>,<relative

9

10

proc..name

rel-naine

name>/<count>t{<token argument>; }]

2

14x1

)4

Lx1

IcountipI,. .PLIj 1T1,, .TII

<proces name>
<relative

value
<value>s

name>
<count>

16

control/data token

<position>s

<token argument>s
Each token packet in the machine contains one or more <token argument.>s
sent from one instruction to another, Normally a token packet will
contain a single argument. However in certain cases an instruction will
send more than one token to a destination instruction, and it is
important to guarantee that all of be tokens are placed in the same
token set,
This is only possible if they are sent as a group (see
Section 2,2).
<token packet> the <process name> and the <reLative name>
identifies the destination instruction. These two fields are also used
in the Matching Unit for forming tokens into sets,
The value in the
<count> fieLd, common to all token packets contributing to a set,
defines when the set is complete and may be released.

For a

The Pn bits are a bit vector indicating the presence of an argument for
<position> n.
This idea of a bit vector is used extensively in the
machine,
Each possible argument or value which may be supplied by a
packet has a <position> in the <token set>. The <value> also has a
corresponding bit in the bit vector which is set if the argument is
incLuded in the packet.
It isalso necessary to know if arguments are data or control tokens,
since only a data token will contribution a <value> to a packet.
Corresponding to the Pn bits are the Tn bits, a second bit vector
defining token type.
For each bit set in the <position> field, an
associated bit is set in the control/data tokens field for a data token,
The total number of Tn bits set give the number of <value>s present.
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3UQ.P.

<instruction template>:
(<embedded data><input mode><operator><output mode>)

8x1

8

16

[1...P8JXXX[

8x1

..

arg

18

.

8

14x8

operator1out_moj

I

I
<position>s

<output mode>
<operator>

<input mode>

<embedded data>
Instruction templates are variable length units, stored in the
Unit and referenced by an address that points to the first word.

Memory

Recall that an instruction during its execution cycle may contain up to
eight arguments. These may be supplied as token data, as embedded data
in the instrucion, or generated as results of the operator execution.
For each <argument> embedded in the instruction its corresponding Pn
bit is set in the <position> field. The number of bits set gives the
number of embedded arguments.
Corresponding to the <position> bit
vector is the I1..I8 <input mode> which also has a bit position for
each possibLe argument, When the token data and the embedded data are
merged the <input mode> specifies, by a bit being set, which arguments
are to be de -referenced.
The next 8 bits defines the <operator> and finally the 4x8 bit <output
mode> determines the output packets to be generated. For each output
packet there is a 2 bit field defining the packet type, a 3 bit field
defining the argument position which supplies the name, and a 3 bit
field defining the argument position which supplies the value.

<value> ::= <basic value> kspecial value>
<reference> <instruction template>

<boolean>kinteger>kbit string>L..

<basic value> ::
<special value> ::

<reference> : :

NULLERROR

<process name>kobject
<relative

identifier>

name>ktoken reference>
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ALL of the <value>s used in the impLementation occupy one 16 -bit word,
apart from <instruction tempLate> which occupies a consecutive numbeP of
16 bit words. <basic value>s include the folLowing:

1)

boolean

-

2)

integer

-

1111111111111111
0000000000000000

TRUE
FALSE

16 bit 2's complement number in the range
and 32765, to excLude the speciaL

-32766

values NULL and ERROR.

3)

bit string

-

16 bit

)4)

character

-

9

7

iixxxxx

LA3dh1_c0 I

bit vector

<speciaL value>s are as follows:

1)

NULL

0111111111111110

2)

ERROR

0111111111111111

<reference>s have the formats:

1)

<process name>

-

kxxxxxx
2)

<object identifier>

-

<reLative

name>

-

roc_namJ

6

[xxxx
3)

9

7

10
obj -id.

6

I

10

xxxxxxJ rei_na[
11)

<token reference>

-

10

2

HmeIcotI
<relative
<count>

14x1
P1.

name>

<position>

Lastly, <instruction template>s are as described above.

The format of <vaiue>s have been chosen to prevent NULL and ERROR
patterns appearing accidentaLly, apart from in <bit string>s.

3

bit

Ipt ion EQliaQD

Again9 in examining the instruction execution cycle
program fragment in Figure 10 a a running example.

we

will

use

the

AjvajQfl

Ins truc ti

<token set packet> ::
<process name>.<relative name>C{<data token>; }]

10

9

7

proc -name

xx

rel -name

-

16

4x1

2

[P1.

.

P

I.

¯

<process name>

name>

<value>s
<position>s

-i

1

___

<reLative

value

<data token>s

At the instruction activation stage of the execution cycle, <token
packet>s arriving at
the Matching Unit are grouped together to form a
complete <token set>. When released this <token set packet> causes the
A <token set packet> consists of the
activation of an instruction.
address of the destination instruction, specified by the <process name>
and <relative address>, and between zero and four <value>s which are
token data,

Although control tokens contribute to the completion of a <token set>
(i.e. satisfying the <count>) they are removed before a <token set
packet> is reLeased and thus the <position> field only identifies data
tokens,
Notice, it is therefore possible to give control tokens the
same positions as an embedded <argument> in the destination instruction.
For the program fragment in Figure 10 the following <token set packet>s
will activate instruction Ii and 12:

1)

for instruction Il

7

9

XXXXXXX

R

proc -name

j

10

2

Ii

XX

rel -name

!x1

16
Pi

P1.. .P4

value

2)

for instruction 12

7

9

XXXXXXX

R

10

[

proc -name

2

1

12

XX

rel -name

14x1

jlloo J

16

16

Pi

x

j

P1...P14 value value

<executable instruction packet> ::
<process name>: (<argument list><operator><output mode>)

16

Sxl

9

7

[proc_name
<process name>

8

...

value

¯¯

14x8

loperatorl out-mode

<argument>s

<output mode>
<operator>.

<position>

When a <token set packet> activates an instruction, at the data
collection stage, it may also supply up to 14 arguments as token data.
Initially a copy of the destination <instruction template> is taken and
the. token data and the embedded data are merged. In each case the
positions of the arguments are defined by bit vectors; 14 bits long in
the case of the <token set packet> and 8 bits long in the case of the
<embedded data>. A new <position> bit vector is obtained by merging the
<position> fieLds of the <token set packet> and the <instruction
template>. Then any <argument>s whose corresponding bit is set in the 8
bit <input mode> vector are de-referenced. Next the <process name> is
carried across from the <token set packet>. Lastly the <operator> arid
<output mode> fields are appended, and the <executable instruction
packet> released.
For instruction 11th Figure 10 the <token set packet> containing the
token data Pi is merged with the embedded arguments to produce an
activated instruction. Next, the <input mode> identifies that argument
1 is to be de -referenced and replaced by its value 114. This gives the
following <executable instruction packet>:

7

9

8

16

R

.10

proc-

P1...P8

name

0. ..01110
ARG 1

16

(

16

0. .01

Pi

ARG 2

ARO 3

¯

f

10

2

1x14

Ii

10

100f

ARG 5

Qtr

ctio

<executed instruction packet>

<process

name>:(<arguments list><resuLt list><output mode>)
9

8x1

16

proc_name

P1...P8

value

7

L

<process name>

)4x8
..,

tout -mode

arguments/results

<output mode>

<position>

At the operator execution stage the <operator> is applied, basically as
a function to arguments in specific positions. In this implementation
the roles of the <argument list> and <result list> are combined into a
single List of up to eight argument positions, Each operator takes its
input from specific arguments positions (e.g. ARG. I and ARG 2) and
places its results in specific positions (e.g. ARG 8, equivalent to RES
1). In the <executed instruction packet> which is released to the
result distribution stage the <position> bit vector is updated to take
account of the result arguments, and the <operator> does not appear,

When instruction Ii of' the example is executed the result of adding ARG
(1J4) and ARG 2 (1) is placed in ARG 8 producing an <executed
1
instruction packet> as:

16

7

9

8

16

16

L ii

R

f11111111

O.,.01110

0. ..01

proc -name

P1...P8

ARG 1

AEG 2

f
...

O..,01111

ARG 8

ib

<stored data packet> :

<process
7

9

nanie>,<relative name>:<value>

6

10

16

[Jroo.nf jrel -name vaiueJ
<process name>
<relative

<value>

name>

143

<token packet> ::

<process name>.<relative name>/<count>N<token
10

9

7

<process name>
<relative

name>

14x1

2

J

)4

argument>;

11

16

14x1

<value>s
control/data tokens

<count>

<position>s

Using the <output mode> field of an <executed instruction packet> the
result distribution stage generates stored data and token packets for
the Memory and Matching Units, respectively. The <output mode> consists
of 14x8 bit fields each of the following format:

packet

00
01
10
11

no packet
control token
data token
stored data

2

3

3

type

name

value

value<position>

name<position>

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ARG
ARG
ARG
ARG
ARG
ARG

000
001
010
011
100
101
110

1

2

3
!

5
6
ARG7
ARG 8

111

-

-

-

-

-

-

.ARG
ARG
ARG
ARG
ARG
ARG

1
2

3
4

5

6
ARGT
ARG 8

To form a packet three pieces of information are necessary: a <process
name>, a <relative name> or a <token reference>, and a <value>. The
<process name> is carried across to each packet from the <executed
instruction packet>, while the remaining information is supplied by
interpreting the <output mode>. The first 2 bits specifies the type of
the packet, the next 3 bits specifies which of the arguments supplies
the <relative name> or <token reference> and the final 3 bits specify
which argument defines the <value>, (Note that control tokens have no
value), In addition all tokens having a common destination are placed
in the same <token packet>.
The program fragment in Figure
packets from instruction II:

10

produces

14

the

following

3

output

1) stored data

7

9

16

16

.R

x

0...01111

proc-

rel-

name

value

name

2) data token

7

9

L rR
proc-.
name

10

j

14x1

2

4

4x1

16

16

T1...T4

value

value

12

rel -.name count
p1,.p)4

3) control token

7

4

14x1

2

10

9

4x1

122J0001XX10000 I
procname

a.a

rel-

T1...T14

count

name

P1...P4

Qrt

For the following operators, if any exception condition
execution then the result arguments become ERROR.

occurs

during

Arithmetic operators perform data manipulation on integers in the range
-.32766 to 32765. If any input argument is outside this range then the
result AEG 8 is set to error.
ADD

ARG 8 := ARG 1 + ARG 2

SUB

ARG 8 := ARG 1

ARG 2

MUL

ARG 8 := ARG 1

ARG 2

DIV

ARG 8

ARG 1 / ARG 2

MOD

ARG 8 :

ARG 1

INC

ARG 8

ARG 1 + 1

DEC

AEG 8 :

ARG 1

.

-

ARG 2

1
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kq&tl

Logical operators manipulate TRUE and FALSE arguments, If either ARG
or ARG 2 is not TRUE or FALSE then AEG 8 is set to ERROR.

AND

ARG 8

ARG 1

OR

ARG 8 :

ARG 1 + AEG 2

XOR

ARG 8

ARG I

NOT

ARG 8 :=

jg

.

ARG 2

ARG 2

ARG 1

Bit

Bit string operators manipulate 16 -bit (unsigned) data. For the first,
of two groups of operators ARG 1 contains the operand to be manipulated
and ARG 2 contains a mask specifying which bits of ARG 1 are to be
affected.
If a bit is set. in ARG 2 then the corresponding bit in ARG I
is manipulated. In the following operators 'i" specifes a bit position
in the range 0 to 15.
TEST

ARG 8[i]

if (ARG 2Ci]=1) then ARG 1(i)

elseO;

¯

SET

ARG 8Ei]

if (ARG 2Ci]1) then

1

else ARG iCi] ;.

FLIP

ARG 8Ci]

¯:=

if (ARG 2Ci]1) then not(ARG lti])
else ARG 1Ei]

CLEAR

AEG 8[il

if (ARG 2Ci]1) then 0
else ARG lti]

The second group of bit string operators perform the three types of
shift, namely arithme L.ic, logical and circular. In each case ARG 1
contains the operand to be shifted and ARG 2 is a signed integer
specifying the distance and direction of the shifts A negative value in
ARG 2 specifies a shift to the right. while a positive value defines a
shift. to the left.

ASH

arithmetic shift.

LSH

logical shift

CSH

circular shift

-
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CONCLUSION
In this report we have presented the design of a concurrent computer
integrating
the
concepts
of data flow and control flow,
The
presentation covered the "Combined" data flow / control flow model of
computation and a description of the JUMBO computer implementation,
including its instruction set and other information structures.
In keeping the design as simple as possible, our aims have been two
Firstly to investigate the interaction of data flow and control
fold.
flow in the Combined model and secondly to allow the JUMBO computer to
be
quickly
implemented
by other research groups interested in

concurrency.
We believe the JUMBO computer is sufficiently interesting not to require
justification and will therefore concentrate on the weaknesses we have
observed. We will, however, 'draw the attention of the reader to two
points: Ci) such a computer may be programmed as if it were a pure
(without memory) data flow computer, or as a "multi -thread" control
flow, or as some combination of these two; and (ii) the naming of
objects in the computer particularly the way <process name> is used for
such things as re-entrant code.

In the Combined model, as we might expect, a main problem area concerns
stored data and its passive nature. For instance in an implementation
it is impossible to instantaneously update a memory cell or even
precisely know when a cell has been updated, as would be possible if the
memory cell released a token when updated, Another difficulty is the
killing of processes.
It. is necessary to know before a process is
deleted that all the tokens to be output have in fact left the process's

context.
Problems also exist in the JUMBO computer mainly as a result of our
attempts to keep the design simple. Examples include the restriction of
values to 16 -bit units and the process structure which associates a
single code and a single data page to each process. The process
structure is further restricted by fixing the page size; in our case to
1K words.
If a program exceeds a 1K code or data size then additional
processes must be created.

Finally, reflecting on the design of the computer, one of the more
interesting extentions is the grouping of stored data packets output by
the Processing Unit in the same way as tokens are currently formed into
sets.
In such a system each element of stored data will belong to a
"data. set" and have a unique position in the set. When output by the
Processing Unit, stored data will be routed to the Matching Unit or some
similar unit to be formed into sets. When a set is complete it will be
passed to the Memory Unit where it wilL atomically replace any previous
set with its name.. Conceptually, this will allow a whole data structure
to be instantaneously updated thereby excluding the possibility of an
inconsistent structure being accessed during update.

-
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